HISTORY

PRESENT DAYS

BEFAMA is well known in more then 80 countries worldwide, where several thousand
machines have so far been delivered.

1851

An Austrian Mr Gustav Josephy founded a workshop of textile machines.

1854

Beginning of production of roller cards and other machines for the Austria-Hungary
Monarchy.

1862

An intensive development of manufacturing and product exportation focused mainly for
the Russian market.

1901-1912

Beginning of manufacturing of cart cardings “Electro - Selfactor” former revolutionary
technical hit.

1937-1938

Product exportation reached the highest level in company’s history and represented
some 80% of entire world production (over 2300pcs machines to 34 countries
worldwide).

1945

1854
1976

Felts

Crucial BEFAMA markets are:
Germany, Iran, Poland, USA, Japan, Brazil, Great Britain, Ireland, Czech
Republic, Federation of Russia, Republic of China, Indonesia and India

Further rapid development of the factory, wide extension of production programme.

1935

APPLICATIONS
OF NONWOVENS

Geotextiles

Floorcoverings

Automotive

Nationalisation of the company. Company was named Bielska Fabryka Maszyn
Włókienniczych BEFAMA (Textile Machine Factory of Bielsko Biala).
The biggest sales in company’s history reached 751 pcs of manufactured machines.

1996

Legal and ownership transformation into a Joint Stock Company owned by the State
Treasury.

2001

Privatisation of the Company.

2003

Legal and ownership transformation into a Company with Limited Liability legal status.
Company’s Capital is shared and owned by Polish investors only.

CONTACT

ZAKŁAD PRODUKCYJNY
BEFAMA Sp. z o.o.
ul. Piekarska 130
43-300 Bielsko-Biała
OFFICE
tel.: +48 33 498 60 01
fax: +48 33 498 60 03
+48 33 498 60 04
e-mail sekretariat@befama.com.pl
http://www.befama.com.pl
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OPENING - BLENDING LINES
Befama’s main focus is on the manufacture of machines for both natural and
synthetic fibre processing. A wide range of machines enables us to match our
technical solutions with the specific requirements of our customers.
A broad experience and the excellent innovation of the Befama technologists,
constructors and manufacturing professionals, along with the use of modern
components supplied by highly reputable companies from around the World,
accounts for the excellent reputation of Befama machines, which are noted
especially for their proven reliability and high durability.

CARDING SETS

Includes stand-alone machines configured to prepare fibres for further processing. Arrangement of a
line is subject to technical and customer requirements.
Carding sets configured with up to roller cards sections.

Opening-blending lines consist of :
Hopper Feeders, Volumetric Hopper
Feeders - Bale Openers

CS line – for semi-worsted and worsted systems; for the
manufacture of a strip with a weight from 20 to 60 g/m and delivery
speed into a can coiler of 90 to 300 m/min.

Blending Chambers, Silos

Weighing Feeder of the Opening Line

Carding Willows, Pickers
Antistatic/Oil Spray systems

Befama production programme:

CR line – for woollen systems; for the manufacture a roving within
a range of 0,5 -18 Nm (2000-55tex) made from natural, manmade, synthetic, recycled fibres, and blends.

Complementary Machines; Feeding
Transporters, Cyclones; Filters, Fans,
Ducting for Pneumatic Transportation

Blending Lines

Double-Doffer Carding Set CU691

Carding Sets and Cross-Lappers

CARDING SETS

Semi-Worsted and Worsted Carding Sets,
Carding Sets for Woollen System

Modern carding sets for fibre processing consist of :

Recycling Machines for Textile Waste
Laboratory Cards and Special Cards

RECYCLING MACHINES FOR TEXTILE WASTES
Complementary to the standard Befama manufacturing programme.

Feeding Silos configured for pneumatic
delivery of fibre

AC39A - Rotary Cutting Machine

High capacity Volumetric Hopper
Feeders

AC41 up to AC46 - Tearing Units
AC4B - Edge Opener

Roller or Dish Feeding Arrangements
Small/Large-Scale Breast Apparatus
High Speed Roller Cards
Single/Double-Doffers

Components used in the construction of Befama
machines are supplied by highly reputable companies:

Isotropic Units /Roller Doffing Units
CU791 - High Speed Carding Set with working
capacity up to 1000kg/h.

Bearings SKF, INA

CU 661 - Double-Doffer Carding Set with
working capacity up to 550 kg/h.

Transporting Belts - HABASIT, SIEGLING
Volumetric Feeder 1SH

Lattice Profiles - HASTEM

CROSS LAPPERS

OPERATING SYSTEMS AND DRIVES

Timing Belts - W.H.MÜLLER, OPTIBELT
Card Clothing - TRÜTZSCHLER-HOLLINGSWORTH, DAMGAARD and others
upon customer’s request

Befama can offer you three models of cross lappers: 5W50, 5WN700 and 5W800.

Operating Systems and Drives - LENZE

Lapping speed (dependant on chosen
model) from 50 to 100 m/min.

Rolls and reversal carts driven by
motor-reducers with servo-drives

Batt delivery speed up to 20 meters/min.

Excellent CV value achieved by
electronic profiling system

Working width up to 2500 mm
Lapping width up to 6500 mm
Fibre area weight 80 - 600 g/m2 ; 400 - 1200
g/m2 ; 1000 - 2000 g/m2

Feeding Chute for Laboratory Carding

Light and antistatic fibre transporting belts

Computer controlled operating and
display systems

drives equipped with variable speed frequency inverters
operation by plc, servo controllers and touch-screen
storage of production parameters - as „recipes”
latest LENZE drives and display solutions
all machines guarded with electromagnetic covers
all electrical equipment subject to the EU working and security Standards
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